polypeptide structure reported presently, from which GMP and waters were removed. The asymmetric unit contained one aprataxin protomer. The structure was iteratively refined in Phenix and adjusted manually in Coot. The aprataxin protomer comprised two segments, from 33 to 187 and 191 to 230. Difference density allowed placement of one 10-mer HO GAATCATAAC OH DNA strand in the asymmetric unit. Guanosine was placed into density in the active site. A second aprataxin•oligonucleotide complex was situated at a crystallographic two-fold symmetry axis, so that the two strands formed a 10-nucleotide DNA duplex with 8/10 base mismatches, the terminal G:C pair being the only one with canonical Watson-Crick configuration. An aprataxin protomer is engaged at each end of the duplex, with the 5'-OH terminus of the "substrate strand" projecting toward the active site. The final 2.3 Å model was refined to R/R free of 18.0/24.0 with no Ramachandran outliers (Table S1 ). The coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession code 4YKL.
Crystals appearing after 3 days were cryoprotected by transfer to a solution containing 25% glycerol, 25% (w/v) PEG-3350, 0.15 M magnesium acetate prior to flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. Diffraction data at 2.25 Å resolution were collected from a single crystal at the Argonne National Laboratory beamline ID-24-C equipped with Pilatus 6M-F detector. The crystal belonged to space group P321 with unit cell dimensions consistent with one protomer per asymmetric unit, assuming a solvent content of 62%. Indexing, merging and scaling of the diffraction data were performed in XDS and Aimless. The structure was solved by molecular replacement in Phenix.Phaser using as a search model the S. pombe polypeptide structure reported presently, from which GMP and waters were removed. The asymmetric unit contained one aprataxin protomer. The structure was iteratively refined in Phenix and adjusted manually in Coot. The aprataxin protomer comprised two segments, from 33 to 187 and 191 to 230. Difference density allowed placement of one 10-mer HO GAATCATAAC OH DNA strand in the asymmetric unit. Guanosine was placed into density in the active site. A second aprataxin•oligonucleotide complex was situated at a crystallographic two-fold symmetry axis, so that the two strands formed a 10-nucleotide DNA duplex with 8/10 base mismatches, the terminal G:C pair being the only one with canonical Watson-Crick configuration. An aprataxin protomer is engaged at each end of the duplex, with the 5'-OH terminus of the "substrate strand" projecting toward the active site. The final 2.3 Å model was refined to R/R free of 18.0/24.0 with no Ramachandran outliers (Table S1 ). The coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession code 4YKL. 3SPL) (panel B). In each case, an aprataxin protomer is engaged at the 5' end of the substrate strand such that Phe34 stacks on the terminal nucleobase. The structures were superimposed with respect to the magenta protomers. The zinc atoms are depicted as green spheres.
